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Abstract

Cascade Mask R-CNN and Keypoint Detection used in
Floorplan Parsing

Anton Eklund

Parsing floorplans have been a problem in automatic document analysis for long and
have up until recent years been approached with algorithmic methods. With the rise
of convolutional neural networks (CNN), this problem too has seen an upswing in
performance. In this thesis the task is to recover, as accurately as possible, spatial and
geometric information from floorplans. 

This project builds around instance segmentation models like Cascade Mask R-CNN
to extract the bulk of information from a floorplan image. To complement the
segmentation, a new style of using keypoint-CNN is presented to find precise
locations of corners. These are then combined in a post-processing step to give the
resulting segmentation. 

The resulting segmentation scores exceed the current baseline of the CubiCasa5k
floorplan dataset with a mean IoU of 72.7% compared to 57.5%. Further, the mean
IoU for individual classes is also improved for almost every class. It is also shown that
Cascade Mask R-CNN is better suited than Mask R-CNN for this task.
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Sammanfattning

Automatiskt återskapande av planlösningar genom maskininlärning
Framsteg inom maskininlärning och artificiell intelligens har de senaste åren gjort att da-
torsystem kan utföra allt fler komplicerade uppgifter som tidigare har setts som ouppnåeliga.
Inom bildanalys kan en dator i dagsläget med hög precision identifiera individuella ob-
jekt såsom människor, bilar eller trafikljus i en bild och också specificera vilka pixlar
i bilden som tillhör objekten. Detta examensarbete utforskar hur dessa färska tekniker
kan appliceras på bilder av planlösningar för att utvinna information från dem.

Att analysera planlösningar har varit ett problem i automatisk dokumentanalys länge
och har fram till för några år sedan varit angripet med heuristiska metoder. Det finns ett
behov av att kunna återskapa information kring en byggnads geometri som går förlorad
när en planlösning rasteriseras. Rasterisering innebär att exportera en planlösning från
t.ex. ett CAD-verktyg till PDF. När detta görs går all information som fanns kring
planlösningens struktur och geometri förlorad. Informationen är t.ex. position, bredd
och höjd för väggar och rum. Inom anläggnings- och fastighetsbranchen vill man kunna
återskapa denna information för att skapa digitala modeller av byggnader och fastig-
heter. Uppgiften att återskapa en rasteriserad planlösning faller inom ramen för Com-
puter Vision där forskningen har tagit stora kliv framåt de senaste åren med stigande
användning av convolutional neural networks (CNN). Det finns tidigare forskning inom
analys av planlösningar där det visats att användingen av CNN har stor positiv påverkan
på resultatet. Däremot är resultaten fortfarande inte tillräckligt bra för att tas i bruk inom
industrin.

Parser-systemet som presenteras i detta examensarbete är en innovativ lösning på pro-
blemet som grundar sig i CNN-tekniker från 2017 och framåt. Resultaten som pre-
senteras i denna uppsats tyder på att detta systemet är bland de bästa som finns idag.
Det slår det tidigare bästa publika systemet på de flesta mätpunkter som är med i
jämförelsen. Parser-systemet uppnår dessa resultat genom att använda sig av de senaste
CNN-teknikerna som fokuserar på att hitta individuella objekt eller punkter inom en
bild och sedan utvinna dem. Sedan används efterprocessering för att pussla ihop infor-
mationen som utvanns till en helhetsbild. Experiment inom projektet tyder också på att
kvalitén på CNN-modellen har stor betydelse för hur bra slutresultat blir.
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1 Introduction

1 Introduction

The improvement in machine learning and computer vision in recent years has made
computers increasingly more accurate at performing tasks previously seen as unreach-
able for a computer system to perform. Computer vision research is at a stage where
neural network models are able to detect individual objects in an image and classify
which pixels belong to which object with high accuracy using instance segmentation
[10, 5]. In addition to that, models are also able to find how humans are posing using
keypoint detection [13, 24, 4]. The progress is due to powerful Convolutional Neural
Networks (CNNs) excelling at such tasks. In this thesis, it will be explored how to
use these two powerful computer vision techniques in combination to complement each
other in a task where high pixel-precision is needed.

The subject at hand is to take a look at the problem of parsing floorplans. A floorplan
is a structural representation of an apartment or building as seen from above. These
floorplans are drawn in a CAD program but when used in the real-estate economy the
floorplans are rasterized into a bitmap image which results in lost information. Recre-
ating the information such as room size, wall length, window position etc. is a time-
consuming task that requires manual labor. While the problem to automate this process
seems trivial at first look, it has proven to be difficult for non-machine learning al-
gorithms to perform well. Currently, the best performing models are based on CNNs
[11, 15].

This thesis is done in cooperation with Pythagoras AB who are in the facility manage-
ment business. They use Building Information Models (BIM) as a core part of their
business. A BIM is a 2D structural representation of a building that holds coordinates
for objects such as rooms, walls, windows and doors. A previous project done at the
company showed that instance segmentation using a Mask R-CNN [23] architecture
can give a good prediction to where different objects are located in an image but still
the resulting segmentation is not good enough to be converted to a BIM. However, the
technique can be further improved as the computer vision community has developed
even better architectures to try. In addition, Kalervo 2019 et.al. [11] released a new rich
dataset containing 5000 floorplans with annotations. They presented promising results
using semantic segmentation and their own new representation. However, those are still
not accurate enough to be commercially viable. This gives incentive to revisit the floor-
plan parsing problem by using improved instance segmentation CNN architectures to
evaluate on the new dataset.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Aim and Purpose

The aim is to, as accurately as possible, automatically recover the structural information
from rasterized floorplans using instance segmentation in combination with keypoint
detection. By adapting, training and evaluating existing instance segmentation models,
the best candidate can be found. For the keypoint detection, there is potential benefit
in exploring how to construct a new representation. The work in this thesis explores
one new approach when used in combination with an instance segmentation model.
The goal is to have one automatic floorplan parser that uses these two CNN models
on a rasterized floorplan and then combining the predictions in a post-processing step,
restoring the structural information of the floorplan.

The purpose of the thesis is to explore slightly new ways of thinking regarding the sub-
ject of automatic floorplan analysis. The dataset released by Kalervo has, to my knowl-
edge, only been used for this type of task in their own article. With this thesis, more
knowledge can be added to what this dataset can help achieve when using a different
approach. This ties into another purpose which is to continue work on refining floorplan
parsing to a point where it is usable by Pythagoras as a tool to assist their employees.

Research questions

1. How can instance segmentation techniques be used in the problem of parsing
floorplans?

2. Can instance segmentation CNN-models be used to create a fully automated floor-
plan parser?

3. Which instance segmentation technique is best suited for segmenting floorplans?

1.2 Delimitations

This thesis is not to present novel CNN architectures but rather explore existing archi-
tectures on this particular problem. This goes for both the instance segmentation and
keypoint detection. However, the overall system for automatic floorplan parsing is new
and the style of keypoint network has not been used in related work.

Further, the end product of this thesis is not to be a production-ready feature but rather
a prototype that demonstrates what a BMI would look like using this parser.
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2 Background

2 Background

In this section, there will be a tutorial of the computer vision techniques building up to
the ones that were used in this project. They all build on each other so to understand
the Cascade R-CNN and Keypoint R-CNN used in the final floorplan parser, all the
previous has to be mentioned. After establishing a good foundation in deep neural
networks (DNN), related works in floorplan parsing will be laid out.

2.1 Deep Neural Networks

Machine learning and artificial intelligence are not something new. In fact, the term
”machine learning” was coined by A.L Samuel 1959 [22]. Ideas of how a machine
could learn complex patterns and eventually be just as good, or better than humans at
performing tasks have been around almost since the computer was invented. However,
it is in recent years where there has been a machine learning revolution that can be
credited to advances in hardware. In particular, better Graphics Processor Units (GPU)
has made it possible to train deeper neural networks.

In a machine learning system, the basic building blocks are called perceptrons. It is a
simple node that can take multiple inputs xi, apply a weight wi to each of them and
produce one output y. These are constructed to mimic how the neurons in the brain
operate. By then placing many of these perceptrons in a row creates a Neural Network
which can take input and generate an output based on the weights of the different con-
nections. Those have one input layer, one hidden layer and one output layer. If more
hidden layers are added it is now called a Deep Neural Network (DNN). The output of
the first hidden layer becomes input in the second hidden layer and so on. This allows
for more complex hidden representations which in turn allows for solving more complex
tasks.

When exploring DNNs, usually the term training comes up as in training a model.
Training a DNN means feeding a model data in order to adjust the weights of the per-
ceptrons so that it will respond better to the next input. In other words, the model learns
how to respond to input. This is done by using backpropagation introduced to the AI
community by Rumelhart 1986 [20]. In supervised learning, which we are using in this
thesis, the training is done by feeding the model pairs of an input xi and a label yi. The
label is the correct output that should be produced from the input. Layers in a model
consist of perceptrons and also have activation functions fL. The activation function
is used to determine if an incoming signal xiwi is strong enough to continue to be for-
warded in the network. A common activation function is the sigmoid function. When
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2 Background

training, a model g will take the input xi and give its prediction g(xi). Then a loss func-
tion C will determine the loss between the prediction and the label as C(yi, g(xi)). To
update the weights of g, backpropagation is used by taking the loss C and ”propagating
backward” through the neural network. Backpropagation takes the error C and calcu-
lates the partial derivatives in each direction of the inputs. This result is the gradient of
the model and by using the chain rule, it can be determined how much each node in the
layers affects the output. The weights can then be adjusted so that given the same input
again, the output will take a small step in the direction of the gradient and thus reducing
the loss. When training a model there are usually thousands of input examples that force
the model to generalize in order to decrease the loss.

2.1.1 Convolutional Neural Networks

The modern computer vision is built on Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN)s using
backpropagation. A CNN using the backpropagation algorithm to classify handwritten
postal codes was introduced by LeCun 1989 [21]. Later, in 2011, Ciresan et.al. were the
first to report superhuman performance in the task of identifying traffic lights [6]. Then
Krizhevsky designed AlexNet which opened the possibility to create deeper CNNs to
increase accuracy [12]. A common problem when adding more CNN layers was that
the vanishing gradient-problem arises. This problem stems from the backpropagating-
algorithm multiplying too many values between 0 and 1 when taking the gradient. Even-
tually values are too small to affect the weights when training. Krizhevsky solves this
by adding skip-connections from shallow layers to ensure that the prediction of the
model cannot be worse for deeper layers compared to shallow layers. This type of
network is called Residual Network or ResNet. After this breakthrough, an explosion
in record-breaking models appeared every year in image classification by using deeper
and deeper networks together with refinements. In 2020 at the time of writing, all of
the state-of-the-art models in computer vision uses convolutional layers as a backbone
[30, 25, 3, 31].

A CNN in its simplest form when used on images consists of a convolutional layer
where several kernels are applied to every pixel, or convoluted with the image. Because
this generates a high amount of new variables, usually the network also consists of a
Pooling layer where some sort of algorithm (usually max pooling) reduces the network
down to a manageable size. Then in the end comes fully connected or Dense layers,
which are the ones described in the previous section, to make a classification.

CNNs excels in deep learning for images compared to dense DNNs for one important
reason when thinking about vision in general. When a human view anything, we gather
information about our view by seeing objects in relationship with each other. A DNN
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will treat each pixel individually as an input vector and thus losing spatial information
on how pixels are related to each other. A CNN will retain the spatial information by
inputting the image as it is. Then through the convolution process, the kernel makes sure
that not just the center pixel or feature is used in training, but the surrounding pixels and
features too are taken into account.

2.1.2 Semantic Segmentation and Fully Convolutional Networks

Classification of images is a basic first step in computer vision science. Still not trivial
with challenging tasks still existing in e.g. in the medical field where complex patho-
logical images need to be classified in order to diagnose a patient. However, a natural
next phase in the development of computer vision is being able to localize and segment
objects within an image. In this project too, the core goal is to make good segmentations
of walls and rooms.

Semantic segmentation of an image means to classify each pixel to a pre-defined label
and thus be able to separate objects in the image from the background. For example, all
chairs in Figure 1 are treated as the chair object when doing semantic segmentation. But
when doing instance segmentation, all chairs have their individual segmentation. The
latter makes it possible to find distinct objects within an image and is useful for example
when distinguishing many pedestrians or cars in self-driving vehicles.

In 2015 Long et.al. introduced Fully Convolutional Neural Networks (FCNs) which
became another breakthrough in the research area [16]. These networks do not produce
an image-level classification in the end. Instead, the output of an FCN produces a pixel-
wise label map by having the last layers be 1x1 convolutional layers which make the
network fully convolutional. At this point in the network, the feature extraction pro-
cess done by the convolutional layers has downsampled the highly specific output to a
small size which does not match the original image size. This is solved by an upsam-
pling process to expand the features back to the original image size. In a basic example,
the upsampling is done by deconvolutional layers which expands the feature output by
using interpolation. The FCN proposed by Long (Figure 2) can be seen as a standard
model of a well-performing FCN. More than the idea of using only convolutional lay-
ers, they also proposed to combine the output from different layers to make combined
predictions. This is useful because while adding more convolutional layers gives more
specific feature extraction, the spatial information and relationship between features are
lost. The effect of the loss of spatial information can be reduced by having the output
from shallow layers added with output from deeper layers.
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Figure 1 Semantic segmentation and instance segmentation compared. In instance seg-
mentation all chairs are segmented individually.

Figure 2 Fully Convolutional Network from Long. Credit: [16]

2.1.3 Object detection in an image with Region-CNN

In parallel with FCNs being developed, a slightly different but related problem was
being solved in the spirit of finding information within an image. Most images contain
multiple objects of varying amounts, sizes and positions. It is relevant to be able to
detect and pin-point multiple objects in an image. In 2014 Girshick et.al. presented their
Region-proposal network combined with CNN. This bridged the gap between classic
object detection and object classification which again made way for a new wave of
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possibilities in the computer vision field [9]. They call their network a Region-CNN
(R-CNN) which today is a core idea in many computer vision-models. R-CNN was
built to accompany linear regression models like the classification DNNs and thus have
to make compute-heavy calculations each time a prediction is made. When FCNs were
introduced a year later, more efficient networks like Fast/Faster R-CNN could be built
[8, 19].

R-CNN chooses around 2000 region proposals based on selective search [26]. Next, all
regions found by the search algorithm are warped to a fixed size (227x227 in the article)
and a CNN is then used as a feature extractor. The features are extracted into a 4096-
dimensional vector which is then used in a support vector machine (SVM) to make a
classification if an object exists in the region. The network architecture is accurate at
finding objects and classify them in an image. However, because an R-CNN model has
to make around 2000 image classifications for each image this a slow network both for
training and inference.

In 2015, Girshik addressed the bottleneck in his own architecture with Fast R-CNN [8].
By feeding the input image directly into the CNN, the network extracts a convolutional
feature map. The feature map can then be used to create the region proposals. From
these region proposals, a region of interest (RoI) is created through a RoIPool layer
which pools the features in the region into a fixed size. These RoIs are then used in an
SVM to classify the object in the region. As the name implies, Fast R-CNN is much
faster for both training and inference. This comes from not having to do 2000 CNN
iterations for each image.

Figure 3 Faster R-CNN. Credit: [19]

The next bottleneck to address was the selective search algorithm which both R-CNN
and Fast R-CNN uses. In 2016, Ren et.al. provided a new algorithm for proposing RoIs.
They added a region proposal network(RPN) which replaces the search algorithm and
further speed up their network which they named Faster R-CNN [19] seen in Figure 3.
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The RPN places a number of anchors in the image depending on the image size. From
these anchors, bounding boxes are created with varying sizes and ratios as candidate
regions. Next, the anchors are fed into convolutional layers with filters to extract fea-
tures. The extracted features then go through a classification-network to determine if the
bounding box contains an object or not. In parallel, the anchors are also sent through a
box-regression-network to fine-tune the bounding box around an object. Faster R-CNN
is an architecture developed over a few years that replaces any heuristic algorithms with
neural networks and scores higher precision accuracy at object detection tasks while
being faster than previous solutions.

2.1.4 Instance segmentation with Mask R-CNN

Figure 4 Mask R-CNN adds a FCN to make a mask segmentation in addition to the
bounding box regression and classification done in Faster R-CNN. Credit: [10].

In late 2017 Kaiming Ha et.al. provided the benchmark of today’s modern computer
vision architectures. It is called Mask Region-CNN (Mask R-CNN) and is a main in-
gredient in many state-of-the-art architectures [10]. The most important improvement
is the ability to perform instance segmentation in a way where same-class overlapping
objects can be distinguished from each other with high accuracy.

Instance segmentation requires that a network solves two problems. First, a variable
number of objects need to be detected and bounding boxes need to be created around
the objects. Second, the network needs to perform semantic segmentation within the
bounding box while still not overlapping pixels from other objects. Mask R-CNN ap-
proaches this problem by using the same concept as Faster R-CNN by the input im-
age being processed by a region proposal network(RPN) to extract a feature map and
then have three branches in parallel which generate the output from RoI. The first two
branches are classification and box regression which are to great extent re-implemented
from Faster R-CNN. In addition, an added branch of binary mask prediction (Figure 4)
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is done in parallel with the first two branches which tailor the architecture to do well in
instance segmentation tasks.

A binary mask is a mask over the RoI where the pixels containing the object is True and
elsewhere is False. The mask prediction is done with semantic segmentation using fully
convolutional layers as explained in section 2.1.2. By adding a mask prediction branch,
the network is able to predict boundaries between different objects where bounding
boxes may overlap. This is an intuitive solution but still a very important addition to
Faster R-CNN which was not built to do instance segmentation.

Faster R-CNN has a fatal flaw which is its RoIPooling layer. When pooling the RoI,
quantization (rounding) is introduced both for reducing the size of the feature map and
for fitting an arbitrary image into a fixed size (eg. 7x7). This creates misalignments
between the RoI and the feature map. For classification tasks, this is not a crucial fault
but it is when doing instance segmentation on a pixel level. Mask R-CNN solves this by
introducing a new layer called RoIAlign which addresses quantization issues. The layer
uses bilinear interpolation to calculate the exact values rather than the rounded ones.

In Mask R-CNN, all the output classes get a mask prediction which is a key to not have
the segmentation classes competing with each other. Instead, the architecture relies on
the network to do the correct classification and choose the correct mask. Further, the
loss is calculated by a multi-task model which is formally defined as L = Lclc+Lbbox+
Lmask. By defining Lmask as the loss for only the ground truth RoI, it is possible for the
network to not compete between classes. Instead, it can learn to create good masks for
all objects independent of the number of classes or unbalanced training data.

2.1.5 Cascade Mask R-CNN

The next problem to address following the R-CNNs is to improve the quality of segmen-
tation and object detection. Quality means making predictions that are more accurate
on a pixel level. It is difficult for object detection CNNs to accurately detect objects of
various quality and size in an image. This is due to models being trained with a sin-
gle threshold u, which is the Intersection over Union (IoU), being at least 50% for the
object to be considered a positive example. This is quite a low threshold which creates
many bad proposals from the RPN and also makes the networks specialize in making
proposals with around u = 0.5.

To address this problem, Cai et.al. proposed Cascade R-CNN which sets up a multi-
stage network with u increasing at each stage [5]. It uses the same architecture as Faster
R-CNN but more of them in a sequence as seen in Figure 5. In Faster R-CNN the RPN
outputs proposals which are then classified and gets a bounding box. The ones with
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Figure 5 Cascade Mask R-CNN. B stands for bounding boxes, C stands for classifica-
tion, S is the segmentation in the mask branch and H are the Convolutional heads. B0
is the region proposals made by the RPN and then in later stages the input B1 and B2 is
the bounding box predictions from the previous stage inputted to the next stage. Credit:
[5].

u < 0.5 are discarded. However, instead of being done at this stage, Cascade R-CNN
uses the output bounding boxes of the first stage as new region proposals. The second
stage increases u and then further refines the output. This is repeated in a third stage
and could be repeated as long as memory allows. However, they found that after three
stages, the result does not improve further. The key here is that because the network is
trained end-to-end, the stages following the initial Faster R-CNN become increasingly
better at discarding low-quality proposals of the previous stage. Hence, producing better
quality bounding boxes at the final stage.

To make it a Cascade Mask R-CNN, it is done similarly as making Faster R-CNN to
Mask R-CNN by adding a segmentation branch in parallel to the bounding box regres-
sion and classification. Experiments in the article show that the segmentation branch
could be added to any of the stages or to all of them with small differences in perfor-
mance. This is due to segmentation being a pixel-wise operation and is not necessarily
improved by having a well-defined bounding box. In the article, they propose using
a mask-segmentation branch in the first stage due to being the least computationally
heavy. However, the implementation in this thesis has segmentation in the last branch
as it is standard for the framework used.

2.1.6 Keypoint R-CNN

Keypoint detection in images stems from a need to extract human poses or facial ex-
pressions from an image. Instead of using a segmentation as ground truth, the keypoint
uses heatmaps of fixed points. A heatmap is a vector that has the input image height
and width and contains mostly zero values. But where a point of interest exists, e.g.
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the left hand of a human, the image array has positive pixels with the ”hottest” pixel in
the heatmap being in the center. This positive pixel in the middle is called a keypoint.
Networks can then train to find common patterns around this keypoint and learn how to
find it in an image. Each class has a separate heatmap to not create clusters of keypoints
which can disturb training. Keypoint detection is a well-researched area that had heavy
use of Inference Machines before RPNs became popular [28, 17, 4].

When creating a keypoint detector model using Mask R-CNN architecture, the mask
branch output is modified from being a segmentation CNN to being a keypoint CNN.
The ground truth is an m × m binary mask where only one value is True. The CNN
consists of stacked convolutional layers and deconvolutional layers similar to the normal
mask branch but is modified to fit the different output. The difference is the mask having
larger dimensions to get better accuracy on the keypoints. By taking advantage of the
RPN finding individual objects within a single region of interest, the mask branch can be
trained to only search for one set of keypoints. This again improved the state-of-the-art
for keypoint detection and showed the versatility of the Mask R-CNN architecture.

2.2 Raster to Vector

Figure 6 Algorithm for automatic floorplan parsing proposed by Liu. Credit: [15]

In the field of recovering rasterized floorplans, Liu et.al 2017 had a breakthrough with
implementing deep learning in their algorithm [15]. They step away from the traditional
heuristic methods of writing extensive algorithms to recover geometry and structure.
Instead, a neural network in combination with integer programming is used. With their
method and a larger dataset, they were able to reach 90% precision and recall for their
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style of measuring accuracy. It was a method of counting how many correct corners
were placed and if the biggest room closest to the ground truth was the correct room
type. These are different metrics than used in this thesis.

The network consists of two intermediate representations and a post-processing step as
seen in Figure 6. The first one is generated by a DNN which is trained to extract three
types of information from the raster floorplan. Those are a junction map, semantic seg-
mentation of geometry and semantic segmentation of smaller objects in the image. The
junction map is then further processed with integer programming to create a primitive
layer that holds the structural information for walls and objects. By then taking the se-
mantic information from the instance segmentations a post-processing step can generate
the final output vectors.

This work introduces the key feature of using CNN architecture specialized in predicting
heatmaps. They use this in their network by extracting 13 different junction types with
the shapes x,>,+ in 4 angles (+ excluded) as well as end-points in 4 angles. While the
representation can very accurately the position of the junctions the representation has a
problem. Because of the limitation that a junction can only be 1 of the 13 classes the
method cannot predict diagonal walls.

2.3 CubiCasa5k

The work by Kalervo builds on the representation introduced by Liu. It is a well-known
premise that a model can be only as good as the data it is trained on. Kalervo mainly
introduces a new dataset called CubiCasa5k which contains 5000 floorplan images with
polygon representation. It also contains more types of objects and areas. More on the
dataset in section 3.2.

To try the new dataset, they re-implement the model by Liu as well as their own model
with similar characteristics but small tweaks. The model proposed improved the result
on the dataset used by Liu. With this, they claim to have a better model than Liu. Then
they run their own model on their own dataset but with different metrics to create a
baseline for the new dataset. They report overall accuracy at 82.7%, mean accuracy
at 69.8% and mean IoU at 57.5%. One of their conclusions is that if a wall is missed
it drastically reduces the accuracy of the room polygons regardless of how good the
segmentation is. The approach in this thesis steps away from relying heavily on the
junction detection network and instead heavily uses the information from the instance
segmentation. The model in this thesis will be compared with Kalervo’s baseline as they
have a better model than Liu and that model is therefore likely to be the best existing
floorplan segmentation model.
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2.4 Semantic and Instance Segmentation of Room Features
in Floor Plans using Mask R-CNN

The previous iteration of this project made by Sandelin makes initial explorations in
how Mask R-CNN performs on parsing floorplans [23]. The project uses a fully convo-
lutional approach by implementing Mask R-CNN with no post-processing or junction
networks. The network segments walls, rooms, doors and windows based on a limited
dataset. At the time of the project, CubiCasa5k was not yet released.

When doing instance segmentation evaluation, room instances gets an AP score of
46.1% (AP is the standard measurement for instance segmentation defined in section
3.9). However, wall instances only get an AP score of 10.3%. The scores when using
the same evaluation metrics as Kalervo are better and are closer to their results. Overall
accuracy, mean accuracy and mean IoU gets the AP scores 73%, 53.8% and 63.8%
respectively. In the qualitative evaluation, it is evident that there is a big difference in
quality between smaller and larger floorplans. However, it is also evident that Mask
R-CNN shows promising results by finding many walls and rooms but not segment-
ing them correctly. Thus, this approach with instance segmentation is worth pursuing
further. The conclusions are that a committee of networks might improve the results.
Meaning, adding more networks to help each other do segmentation better, which will
be addressed with the Cascade Mask R-CNN architecture in this project. Another con-
clusion is that post-processing is needed to greatly improve the results. This will also
be addressed through a keypoint network and a post-processing step.

3 Methods

3.1 System Overview

Following the previous work of Lin and Kalervo, the overall system architecture con-
tains similar building blocks and data flow. That means neural networks are used to
extract junction and segmentation information which are then used in a post-processing
step to create the final vector representation. However, the parts inside the system are
different where this project is using instance segmentation instead of semantic segmen-
tation as well as a new style of junction-representation named Vertex-representation.
The full system overview of the floorplan parser can be seen in Figure 7. The first parts
in this system are two separate neural networks, one for instance segmentation and one
to extract vertices. The output from these two networks is then used as input in the post-
processing algorithm which is a novel approach to connect walls at vertices and make
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walls straight between them.

Figure 7 Automatic Floorplan Parser. The rasterized floorplan image is fed to the in-
stance segmentation model and the keypoint model. Then they are used in the post-
processing to create the final output.

3.2 Dataset

The dataset is the CubiCasa5k floorplan dataset containing 5000 hand-annotated im-
ages. The rasterized floorplans are in png format and the annotations are in SVG vector
graphics format. This means that objects such as rooms, walls, windows and doors are
denoted as polygons in the image and have spatial and geometric relations to other ob-
jects in a floorplan. The annotations are made by human annotators who are educated
in the task to have consistency between the images. For training, testing and validation
the dataset is split into 4200, 400, 400 images respectively.

3.3 Tools and Detectron 2 Backbone

When designing a neural network architecture, there are many frameworks to choose
from that can do the job. The core of machine learning is linear algebra which means
essentially all programming languages are available. However, there are two powerful
Python3 deep learning libraries called PyTorch made by Facebook and Tensorflow made
by Google which are both used for different types of machine learning implementations
[1, 18]. Python3 also provides numerous other libraries that help to build the pipelines
for image processing and data management [2, 27]. Therefore Python3 was a clear
choice as the programming language to use in this project.

The project set out to explore new ways of doing floorplan segmentation which requires
rapid implementation to test new hypothesizes. Detectron2 is a framework made by
Facebook to assist in computer vision research. It is built on PyTorch and contains
many common network architectures and utility tools to do rapid testing [29]. By using
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this framework, much time was gained from not having to write extensive code for the
instance segmentation and keypoint CNNs. Detectron2 is used in this project for all
parts containing machine learning while other libraries are used for pipelines between
the different modules as well as post-processing. It is also beneficial for the stakeholder
that the project was adapted to this framework for future research.

3.4 Pre-Processing

Detectron2 uses a specific notation called the COCO-notation which is a JSON-format
used in the COCO dataset. The COCO dataset is widely used for benchmarking and
challenges in computer vision research [14]. However, the floorplan dataset CubiCasa5k
has its own specific notation which they call a House-representation. The House-
representation is very effective at creating a ground truth for a full-image semantic seg-
mentation task but information about individual objects are lost in the pre-processing.
The House representation also exists as a class at run-time instead of a JSON-file that
can be loaded into Detectron2. This required a re-write of the House-representation to
the COCO-notation.

The COCO-notation is structured so that there is a list of images, a list of objects and a
list of class labels. The objects are linked to their label and an image via id. The objects
contain information such as position, bounding box and polygon points for segmenta-
tion. When preparing for the instance segmentation-model training, the ground truths
are the segmentations for the objects. A script iterates through all images in the dataset
and structures a JSON-file which is saved to the hard drive. The same process is used to
prepare for keypoint-model training. However, instead of using the polygon segmenta-
tion, the script needs to extract keypoints from the House-representation. This is done
by taking the end-points of all the walls and creating a set bounding box of 100x100
pixels around the keypoint. The JSON-files are then used by Detectron2 as a dictionary
to reduce loading time.

3.5 Room and Wall Segmentation

One part of the network has the purpose of performing instance segmentation and thus
extracting rooms and walls from the rasterized floorplan. The goal is to get the build-
ing blocks for the floorplan i.e. approximate length, width and direction of walls and
the room sizes. This is done by training an instance segmentation model from the pre-
trained models in Detectron2 using the ground truth labels from CubiCasa5k. The train-
ing runs until the validation loss converges. There are multiple configurations that can
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be modified for the different models. The most important are the learning rate, anchor
sizes, anchor ratio, RPN threshold and batch size. The configurations have an almost
unlimited number of combinations so modifications are done on a trial-and-error ba-
sis. However, modification in the configuration did not improve performance compared
to the original configuration setting of Detectron2 even though attempts were made to
improve the models.

The implementation in this project only extracts rooms and walls as it is enough for
the stakeholder to use in their building information models. However, the dataset pre-
processing is set-up so that additions can easily be made to use all the classes in Cu-
biCasa5k. This is done when comparing with the CubiCasa baseline later. Also, an
additional network can be added the same way as the one above to make more object
segmentations if one were to attempt comparing all different types of objects inside the
floorplan (e.g. closet, oven, table) with Kalervo results.

3.5.1 Instance Segmentation Architectures Specification

Mask R-CNN + ResNet50/101
Following He et.al [10], two Mask R-CNN models are trained with the standard archi-

Figure 8 Architecture for Mask R-CNN models.

tecture seen in Figure 8. They are initialized with the standard Detectron2 settings and
pre-trained weights. The Classification branch and Mask branch have to be randomly
initialized because the pre-trained models are trained on 82 classes while the task for this
project is only to predict 2 or 12 room object classes. The backbone used is ResNet50 or
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ResNet101. These are deep networks trained on 14 million images (Google ImageNet)
to make image classifications. The classifications themselves are useless for this task.
However, because the network is trained on so many images, it is good at extracting
features. The model in this project utilizes this gigantic network to extract feature maps
from the image which can then be used by the Mask R-CNN head. The Mask R-CNN
starts with an RPN which proposes regions that contain objects. The RoiAlign com-
bines regions to create Regions of Interest (RoI) on top of the feature maps. The RoIs
are then sent to three parallel branches to do classification, bounding box regression and
mask segmentation.

Cascade Mask R-CNN + ResNet50
The Cascade Mask R-CNN model has an extended Mask R-CNN architecture as seen

Figure 9 Architecture for Cascade Mask R-CNN model.

in Figure 9. Instead of making the final prediction at stage 0 which is done in Mask R-
CNN, the bounding box prediction of the network acts as new RoI proposals for stage
1. For proposals to pass stage 0, they require to have a confidence threshold of u > 0.5.
For proposals to pass stages 1 and 2 they require u > 0.6 and u > 0.7 respectively. This
is what refines the output so that Cascade Mask R-CNN can make more high-quality
predictions. With Detectron2 standard implementation, the mask branch comes in stage
2.

3.6 Vertex Representation in Corner Junction Detection

To complement the instance segmentations made by the first network, a new type of
representation is made which I have named Vertex-representation. It is inspired by
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the same heatmap techniques used by Chen and Kalervo [15] but is simplified further
to only be a single keypoint with no directional information and thus are the vertices
of the corner junctions. The vertex representation is made possible by using instance
segmentation which extracts much more spatial information about individual wall sizes
and positions compared to semantic segmentation.

Usually, keypoints are for connecting a set amount of joints of an object to determine
pose. E.g. connecting left hand to left elbow to left shoulder etc. which result in 17
joints total for a human object. However, this problem is different because there is an
arbitrary amount of wall end-points that can be connected in different ways. Therefore,
it is decided to not make any attempts to connect the walls with the neural network but
instead only finding the vertex in every corner junction. Then in the post-processing
step, the walls will be adjusted and connected at these vertices.

The training data is created by the process described in 3.4. The keypoint extraction
network is a Mask R-CNN which uses its RPN to find vertex-objects (i.e corners). Then
within the bounding box of that vertex, one keypoint is found using the mask-branch.
By using this type of network, an arbitrary amount of keypoints can be found within an
image which is crucial for this problem. The network is trained until the validation loss
is converging.

Technical specification Keypoint R-CNN
In this project, the Detectron2 standard implementation is made as seen in Figure

Figure 10 Architecture of the Keypoint R-CNN model.

10. The difference from Mask R-CNN is that more precision in the masking branch
is needed and therefore more convolutional layers are added. Then the deconvolution is
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adjusted by doing 4x4 upsampling. The output is a 56x56 binary map where only one
position is True and the rest is False.

3.7 Post-Processing

This part of the system takes the information from the two CNNs and tries to enhance
the output even further. The need for this is because the output from the instance seg-
mentation network is not viable in a real-life implementation. The outputs from the
instance segmentation network are bounding boxes, mask segmentations and classes.
The mask segmentations are usually dynamic with rounded corners around the edges as
seen in Figure 11. The nature of building architecture is to have straight walls and a set
amount of corners that connect walls and creates rooms. The instance segmentations are
the core building blocks and the vertices add information about the floorplan structure.
These two are combined to create a structure of walls with distinct corners which can
then be used as a frame to fill the rooms with distinct corners.

(a) Label (b) Instance Segmentation
Figure 11 Comparison of the label and model output shows that the prediction does not
have distinct corners. In the red zone in b) it can be seen that the segmentation does
not reach the walls. This happens to all segmentations but in different scale. This is a
problem which needs to be addressed with post-processing.

The post-processing implemented in this project is an intuitive approach based on the
outputs from the CNNs. The steps are as following:

1. Collect wall segmentations and box positions.

2. Calculate the maximum height and width of the segmentation.
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3. Based on height, width and box area, decide whether this wall is horizontal, ver-
tical or diagonal.

4. Depending on wall orientation, find the wall endpoints.

5. Fill the height and width into a straight wall between the endpoints.

6. Find vertex closest to the endpoint.

7. If the wall does not reach the vertex, extend the wall so it connects at that vertex.

8. Use room segmentation bounding boxes to fill the rooms up to the straight walls.
(Described down below.)

When using the room bounding boxes to fill the wall structure, the approach is to start
from the middle of the bounding box and extend towards the edge of the box while filling
the box. If the search algorithm encounters a wall or another room, the segmentation is
stopped. It searches both with vertical and horizontal steps to not have blocking walls
in the middle of a room.

3.8 Experiments

3.8.1 Vertex Representation

The main idea behind the vertex representation was to be able to represent diagonal
walls in the model. Both Chen and Kalervo had their fixed wall representation with a
set amount of junction classes. The theory to fix this was initially to have a vertex plus
edges-representation so that any type of wall junction could be represented regardless of
angle. This seems like a good idea if one wants to make the same integer programming
as they did in the post-processing. However, the dataset did not allow an easy way to
create the edges because of how walls are drawn as a standard. This meant for example
that a T-shaped junction did not place the vertex in the middle of the wall intersection
but rather just outside of it.

The keypoint training was set up like this anyway but the next problem came with the
nature of training a keypoint network. Keypoint networks are designed to find a set
amount of keypoints and connect them in an image. As mentioned, the main idea of this
new representation is to not be tied to a set amount of connections between walls. To do
training and telling the network that it needs to find a vertex and a maximum amount of
4 connecting edges defeats the purpose. The edges would also need to be specified into
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a class like north, south, east or west. Then they are again not representing diagonal
walls.

However, when running the instance segmentation networks, the results were better than
expected. The segmented walls were so accurate that only some of them needed to be
slightly adjusted in length to be connected with another wall. Therefore, the idea of
needing to connect walls through information given only by the keypoint network could
be abandoned. Instead, the representation could be changed to only use the vertex which
is both much more convenient to implement and gives better results when training.

3.8.2 Experiments with neural networks

By basing the project on Detectron2, there was a lot of opportunity for rapid testing of
neural network architectures. The bulk of the work lied in adapting the dataset to the
COCO-format and then feeding the data correctly. However, when that was done many
architectures could be tested with different settings to see what works the best. The
experiments were done by adjusting settings, training the network, run inference and
look at results.

The learning rate did not seem to affect the final loss of a trained model. However, it did
increase training time to lower the learning rate. Also, the batch-size had to be adjusted
to fit the max memory of the graphics card but it did not affect loss. One setting that,
based on my intuition, could have been important was adjusting the anchors. Mainly,
the size and aspect ratio of anchors. I did some experiments starting from small anchors
like [8,16,32,64,128] up to large ones [64,128,256,512,1024]. But the models seemed
to do slightly worse or much worse than the original anchor size of [16,32,64,128,256].
Changing the aspect ratio was also not successful and could make the model not able
to train at all in some cases. My conclusion from this is that the hundreds of settings
probably need to be systematically tested to find good matches rather than based on
intuition.

3.8.3 Post processing

The post-processing is a continuous work that can always be improved more. The al-
gorithm described in 3.7 is a straight forward way of doing it. The first problem was
finding and placing the walls. By looking at the segmentation of a wall, it is usually
segmented with the width correctly at least once per wall. Thus, the width of the wall
could be decided by finding the largest value counting on the broad direction. To find
the end-points of a wall it was initially done by looking at the segmentations and finding
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”first” and the ”last” point of segmentation. However, this sometimes led to extremely
bad end-points, especially for diagonal walls. By instead looking at the bounding boxes,
they usually were good end-points for where the wall actually ends. By calculating the
direction of the wall (horizontal, vertical, diagonal), the endpoints of the bounding box
could be used instead. For diagonal walls, this meant finding which corner the segmen-
tation ended in.

When filling the rooms into the segmentation, initially a strategy of trying to find end-
points in the segmentation was used. The idea was to get a number of points from
the segmentation and extend them to the nearest wall. However, this became an if-
then-else nightmare trying to account for different edge cases and I realized that this
probably makes the model less robust. So then again, the bounding box was a pretty
good prediction for the actual room and could be used. By creating a skeleton structure
made of walls, the bounding boxes of rooms could be inserted and fill every pixel within
that box which was not yet occupied. This obviously created problems even though it
was better than before. By implementing the search algorithm described in 3.7, the
results improved a lot. The search algorithm makes the assumption that the middle of
the bounding box is the room that is found by the bounding box. Then it fills the room
row by row and column by column until it hits a wall or another room. This is a little bit
defective when a wall is missing but the bounding box usually stops the segmentation
at a good time.

3.9 Evaluation metrics

To evaluate the accuracy of the developed floorplan segmentation method, there are
two interesting metrics that can be used to create an understanding of how the system
performs. First, the instance segmentation CNNs needs to be compared to each other
to decide the best performing CNN. It is also interesting to compare them to instance
segmentation done on other tasks to get a picture of how well this type of approach
works when segmenting floorplans. To do this there is a standardized metric called
mean average precision (mAP) which is used in challenges like COCO and Cityscapes
[14, 7]. Second, it is interesting to compare the fully post-processed floorplan to other
techniques like Long, Kalervo and the previous iteration of this project by Sandelin
[15, 11]. Because these projects are evaluated with semantic segmentation this project
also needs to be run with these metrics.
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3.9.1 Instance Segmentation

The calculation for the competition metric mean average precicion mAP is often de-
noted AP in articles as it is understood by context that many images exist in a test
dataset. To get the mAP we need to define precision and recall. Precision is a mea-
surement on how many objects are relevantly labeled. Recall is a measurement on how
many of the relevant objects were found. These are defined as:

Precision =
TP

TP + FP

Recall =
TP

TP + FN

where
TP = TruePositive

FP = FalsePositive

FN = FalseNegative

To find TP, FP and FN we take the Intersection over Union IoU of an object. IoU
compares the area of the ground truth with the segmented area like shown in Figure
12. If the intersected area is larger than a given threshold u, it is denoted as TP. The
threshold increases from 50% to 95% to create a more challenging benchmark. If the
IoU is less than u it is considered a FP. If there is no detection at a ground truth object
at all or the label is wrong, it is considered a FN.

To calculate the mAP, the formula is as following:

AP =
∑

(rn+1 − rn)pinterp(rn+1)

where
pinterp(rn+1) = maxr̃≥rn+1(r̃)

The r is recall and p is precision. pinterp(r) comes from interpolating the recall values
to the largest positive one from that point. A model that finds and segments all images
perfectly will get a score of 100% while a model that do not find a single object will get
a score of 0%. The benchmark score for Mask R-CNN on COCO is 36.7%.

3.9.2 Semantic Segmentation

To do the semantic segmentation accuracy and IoU is measured in raw pixels. Taken
from Long’s definition which is used by Sandelin and Kalervo [16]. Let nij be the
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Figure 12 Intersection over union resulting in a value between 0 to 1 which is used
together with a threshold to decide which objects gets labeled TP, FP and FN.

number of pixels of class i predicted to belong to class j, where there are ncl different
classes, and let ti =

∑
j nij be the total number of pixels of class i. The formulas are

the following:

PixelAccuracy =

∑
i nii∑
i ti

MeanAccuracy =
1

ncl

∑
j

nii

ti

MeanIoU =
1

ncl

∑
i

nii

ti +
∑

j nji − nii

4 Results

4.1 Quantitative

The results presented are from models trained according to the specification in method
section 3.5. They are trained for 2 classes (wall and room) on an RTX 2080 Ti GPU
until validation loss converges which was at around 35k-50k iterations. The learning
rate was set to 0.00025 and no scheduled learning rate is applied. The training time
was between 8-10 hours for the models. The results are presented in two categories
where the first category is comparing the different models with each other when doing
instance segmentation seen in Table 1. Cascade R-CNN reports the best scores in all
categories. It is also evident that the availability of a detailed and large dataset has a
great impact when comparing to the previous iteration of this project. Looking at the
result for bounding boxes in Table 2 it shows very similar results. Hence, the Cascade
Mask R-CNN-model is chosen for the overall parsing system in later results. Also,
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an interesting comparison is shown in Table 3 where the AP results from floorplan
segmentation is compared with the model doing inference on the COCO dataset. Note
that the COCO challenge dataset contains 82 classes instead of 2. However, it gives an
impression of how complex the floorplan parsing problem is.

Model AP AP50 AP75 AProom APwall

Sandelin Mask R-CNN 26.9 46.1 - 46.1 16.8
Mask R-CNN+ResNet50 54.6 77.2 55.9 74.4 34.8

Mask R-CNN+ResNet101 55.3 77.1 56.7 75.4 35.3
Cascade R-CNN+ResNet50 57.4 77.9 59.7 77.2 37.7

Table 1 Instance segmentation AP scores comparison between CNN-models. The col-
umn denoted AP is an average between the AP threshold ranges [0.5:0.95].

Model AP AP50 AP75 AProom APwall

Mask R-CNN+ResNet50 53.6 76.8 55.1 72.3 34.9
Mask R-CNN+ResNet101 54.2 76.4 55.6 73.0 35.3

Cascade R-CNN+ResNet50 57.3 77.5 58.8 76.0 38.7
Table 2 Bounding Box AP scores comparison between CNN-models.

Floorplan COCO
Model AP AP50 AP75 AP AP50 AP75

Mask R-CNN+ResNet50 53.6 76.8 55.1 36.7 58.4 39.6
Mask R-CNN+ResNet101 54.2 76.4 55.6 39.4 61.2 43.4

Cascade R-CNN+ResNet50 57.3 77.5 58.8 40.9 59.0 44.6
Table 3 Bounding Box AP scores comparison with baseline trained on COCO challenge
dataset. Numbers on COCO reported from [5].

For the semantic evaluation, Cascade Mask R-CNN is chosen as the instance segmen-
tation network together with the Keypoint Mask R-CNN trained on vertex detection. In
semantic evaluation, the CNN models need to be configured in an optimal way to col-
lect as much information as possible to then do a segmentation. Therefore, the threshold
score at inference (not when training) for the model is lowered to get more regions of
interest. Cascade R-CNN is lowered to u = 0.3 and keypoint R-CNN is lowered to
u = 0.35. To be able to make as fair a comparison as possible with the baseline, the
Cascade R-CNN is trained on all reported classes in their report except the railing class
which was viewed as walls.

Table 4 is a comparison between the CubiCasa5k baseline reported in [11]. The evalua-
tion is done for the raw segmentation made by both models and then both models with
applied post-processing. CubiCasa reports with the background class which can lead
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to misleadingly good results. For the Cascade-model, the table contains the numbers
without the background class in parenthesis. The results show improvements on mean
accuracy and mean IoU compared to the baseline. Note also that the post-processing
significantly improves the model which is not the case for CubiCasa. In Table 5 is a
class comparison for the different class labels. Again, on almost every point the Cas-
cade+Vertex model does better than the baseline.

Model Pixel accuracy Mean accuracy Mean IoU
CubiCasa 82.7 69.8 57.5

Cascade R-CNN 79.6 (71.5) 75.1 (74.2) 67.9 (58.6)
CubiCasa + Post-processing 80.9 66.6 54.2
Cascade R-CNN + Vertex 83.0 (75.1) 79.0 (76.8) 72.7 (63.3)

Table 4 Comparison of Kalervo [11] and this project on semantic segmentation metrics.
The top section is the raw segmentation and the bottom is with applied post-processing
for both models. Numbers in parenthesis are for doing evaluation without the back-
ground class.

Model Metric Background Outdoor Wall Kitchen LivingRoom Bedroom Bath Hallway Storage Garage Other
CubiCasa PixelAcc 87.3 77.7 85.8 79.9 82.6 86.2 73.4 71.2 53.9 47.2 57.1
Cascade+V 94.8 81.0 87.7 84.2 80.4 86.3 80.7 72.4 68.3 49.1 53.7
CubiCasa IoU 93.6 64.4 73.0 65.0 66.6 74.2 60.6 55.6 44.8 33.7 41.4
Cascade+V 87.7 71.9 77.3 74.8 75.0 80.3 70.3 65.0 58.7 44.5 44.8

Table 5 Class comparison of pixel accuracy and IoU.

4.2 Qualitative

The qualitative evaluation is based on human-assessment by inspecting the images and
identify patterns. Here we look for structural errors made by the system and interesting
takeaways. In general, the model makes good predictions of the floorplan geometry and
structure as can be seen in Figures 13 and 14. Walls are well placed together with the
keypoints to bind the room segmentations. There are cases when the bounding boxes of
rooms do not reach the wall and thus end the segmentation too early. This is something
that can be worked on in post-processing.

It looks like the model has difficulties labeling the rooms correctly. Especially rooms
with little content like bedrooms, hallways, storage and rooms of the other-class. The
same error exists for all image sizes. This could be due to classification is isolated to a
single region and does not take the surrounding into much consideration.

Looking at diagonal walls, which was an initial important issue to solve for this project,
the diagonal walls are not perfect. The post-processing is a set of heuristic tests to decide
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if the wall is diagonal. This can result in either a straight wall gets labeled diagonal or a
diagonal wall gets labeled straight. Both cases can lead to massive imperfections in the
end segmentation as seen in Figure 15. Also, the algorithm for filling a diagonal wall is
not satisfactory as it does not follow the endpoints well.

The last observation is that larger floorplans tend to have bigger gaps in them where no
rooms are found which can be seen in Figure 14. This is a problem when using instance
segmentation instead of semantic segmentation because the model is not forced to label
all pixels.
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Figure 13 Smaller floorplans with ground truth to the left and inference to the right.
Starting from small to larger images.
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Figure 14 Bigger floorplans with ground truth to the left and inference to the right.
Starting from small to larger images.
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Figure 15 Examples of problems that are caused by missed walls and diagonal wall
algorithm failing.
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5 Discussion

From the comparisons in Table 4 and 5 it is clear that the Cascade+Vertex system per-
forms better than the baseline based on evaluation metrics. The score is higher in almost
every category for both overall performance and class performance. Cascade+Vertex
does especially well on mean IoU which could be because the instance segmentation
network is more conservative when finding objects in an image. Semantic segmentation
requires the system to make a label for each pixel in the image which might lead to
more pixels being assigned or conflict between objects in some areas. Instance segmen-
tation networks treat the whole image as background and then chooses areas with the
RPN to segment. Resulting in multiple distinct objects instead of an overall class. E.g.
walls are often straight but can be combined in many different ways. Therefore, it is
easier for an instance segmentation network to only locate straight walls regardless of
its surrounding.

A great improvement was also seen by applying the post-processing. Instance segmenta-
tions are often dynamic as shown before. Therefore, the objective of the post-processing
step was to simply make walls and rooms straight and distinct. This also increased the
overall score with some points. Because the post-processing is very undeveloped, this
is very promising if one wants to improve the test scores further.

Further, from the quantitative evaluation, it is clear that instance segmentation models
do a good job at both placing bounding boxes and segmenting the floorplans. A general
pattern for Cascade Mask R-CNN is to have similar scores to Mask R-CNN at AP50 but
increase the overall AP with more high-quality predictions at higher thresholds. This is
evident in this study too by looking at AP50 compared to AP75 in the tables.

Looking at the comparison in Table 3, it shows evidence of floorplan instance segmen-
tation being an easier task to perform for a CNN-model than the COCO-challenge. This
is probably due to floorplans being less complex than a noisy image with many different
types of objects. Different floorplans have some set characteristics which they share
with others. However, design styles and quality differ greatly between floorplans which
makes it difficult to reach even higher scores with only instance segmentation. Another
takeaway from the same table is that the deeper Mask R-CNN+R101 outperforms Mask
R-CNN+R50 which is in agreement with the results on the COCO benchmark.

Table 1 shows a comparison with the previous implementation of this project. That
project had a similar model as the Mask R-CNN+ResNet50 but with a much more lim-
ited dataset. The rich and uniformed CubiCasa5k has a large impact on training these
types of models. Even more annotated floorplans would likely result in better results.
Many floorplans in the dataset are from homes which makes the model very accurate at
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predicting home-style architectures. However, it would be beneficial to expand available
training data to also include office buildings, schools and similar if the model should
predict those types of floorplans.

The qualitative evaluation show problems with the system as it is today. Many aspects
can be further improved in the post-processing to make the overall parsing system per-
form better. Especially for diagonal walls which were the motivator for creating the new
representation. However, I deem that the information extracted from the instance seg-
mentation and the vertex detection is sufficient for good post-processing. It just needs
more work and time was not enough in this project.

Overall, the qualitative evaluation shows good results where rooms are mostly well-
segmented which is also reflected in the quantitative evaluation.

6 Conclusions

The first objective of this thesis was to explore how well instance segmentation models
can perform on the task of parsing floorplans. In extension, if the technique is viable to
use if one wants to create a fully automatic parser to be used as a tool in the real-estate
economy. This project shows that instance segmentation is viable as it outperforms the
baseline model on nearly all semantic metrics. It was identified that segmentations done
by an instance segmentation model need extra processing to make floorplan objects
more distinct. This sparked the idea of using a keypoint model for extracting corner
information to complement the instance segmentation in a different way that has been
done before. By using the information extracted by an instance segmentation model to-
gether with post-processing functions, the scores for mean IoU were increased by 15.2%
overall and between 3.4-13.9% for individual classes. This concludes that instance seg-
mentation together with vertex-keypoints and post-processing is better than previously
implemented semantic segmentation techniques.

The second objective was to compare different instance segmentation models on the
new CubiCasa5k dataset. By training and testing different models, it was shown that
the models which have better AP-score on the COCO benchmark, also perform better
on floorplans. This implies that one could continue to increase the performance of the
instance segmentation model by implementing state-of-the-art models as they are being
released in the future.
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7 Future work

Dataset
To train a model that performs well on a specific task, a specific dataset is needed.
Results show that the new CubiCasa5k dataset gives massive performance gains and
the full parsing system does very well on the home-style floorplans. However, initial
trials on floorplans of other types or sizes show very poor results. Because the model
performs very well on home-style floorplans, it gives incentive to create a similar dataset
consisting of office buildings, schools and similar if one wants a model to predict those.

Post-processing
Currently, the post-processing is mostly a naive implementation. The vertex-keypoints
are not used very much even though they serve the purpose of connecting walls close
to them. But the bulk of the information is extracted by the instance segmentation
network. Diagonal walls do not perform well because of simple rules deciding if the
wall is diagonal or not. Some initial proposals for fixing big errors in the post-processing
are:

• Find problems with diagonal walls and write more complex algorithms for seg-
menting them.

• Suggest missed walls based on vertices and room segmentations. Sometimes,
room segmentation gives good hints on where walls are, but the wall-object is
missed by the network.

• Have a more advanced algorithm for filling rooms. The current algorithm does
not try to find walls outside of the bounding box.

• Connect rooms of similar class if they don’t have a wall between them.

It could also be interesting to try the instance segmentations in combination with a
junction-network similar to Kalervo and Liu to see if that type of post-processing is
better.

Neural networks
As stated in section 6, if better instance segmentation models are invented, it is likely
those will perform better on this task as well. Therefore, it is viable to continue to try
and implement better models as they are discovered. However, it will only be slight
increases in performance and more performance gains are probably to be collected from
techniques mentioned in the previous sections. Still, if some breakthrough happens in
the computer vision community, then it is interesting to also apply that breakthrough on
this problem.
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One interesting thing that was found in the background research was that for instance
segmentation models, all significant gains in performance came from replacing heuristic
algorithms with machine learning. This is an interesting observation because all floor-
plan parsing systems still largely rely on post-processing to create good results. It could
be interesting to explore some type of neural network approach of post-processing. A
neural network which takes the output of the instance segmentation network and the
keypoint network and then trains to reconstruct the ground truth with that information.
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